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+441915812333

A complete menu of Grill N Chill from County Durham covering all 17 dishes and drinks can be found here on
the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What isaackiki likes about Grill N Chill:
We just got the last table here, it was busy and buzzing, small but seemed adequate. 2 of us shared a platter,
daughet had lamb chops. It was enjoyable but a bit dry, however we ate it all. Staff friendly, and took time for a
chat. read more. When the weather conditions is good you can also eat outside, And into the accessible rooms
also come customers with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What Samriaz123 doesn't like about Grill N Chill:

Visiting family stopped to get some food. Read good reviews ordered masala fish and chicken stir fry Masala fish
was lively Sent chicken stir fry had long strand of hair on it. Spoken to waitress and sent back the second portion

arrived over cooked looked as the though the first one was re cooked. I did notice no hair nets or gloves or
aprons eorn by staff was expecting at least a apology or free soft drink as a way... read more. At Grill N Chill in

County Durham, a delicious brunch is served in the morning, where you can eat as much as you want feast, and
you can look forward to the scrumptious typical seafood cuisine. Furthermore, you can order fresh grilled meat,

Also, you shouldn't miss out on the crispy and crunchy pizza, original freshly baked in a wood oven.
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Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Chicke�
CHICKEN KEBAB

Vegetaria� dishe�
PITA

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Spanis� Foo�
PAELLA

Sauce�
KNOBLAUCHSAUCE

India�
TANDOORI CHICKEN

GARLIC NAAN

NAAN

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

SEAFOOD

CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

CHICKEN BREAST

SALAD

LAMB CHOPS

LAMB
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